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the clouds, now sent my fleet a terrible gale from the north. He
covered land and sea alike with a canopy of cloud; and dark-
ness swept down on us from the sky. Our ships were driven
sidelong by the wind, atld the force of the gusts tore their sails
to rags and tatters. With the fear of death upon us, we lowered
these onto the decks, and rowed the bare ships landward with
all our might. Thus we lay for two days and two nights on end,
with exhaustion and amdety gnawing at our hearts. But on the
third morning, which a beautiful dawn had ushered in, we
stepped the masts, hauled up the white sails, and sat down,
leaving the wind and the helmsmen between them to keep our
vessels straight. In fact I should have reached my own land safe
and sound, had not the swell, the current, and the North Wind
combined, as I was doubling Malea, to drive me off my course
and send me drifting past Cythera.
(For nine days I was chased by those accursed winds across
the fish-infested seas. But on the tenth we made the country of
the Lotus-eaters, a race that live on vegetable foods. We dis-
embarked to draw water, and my crews quickly set to on their
midday meal by the ships. But as soon as we had a mouth-
ful and a drink, I sent some of my followers inland to find out
what sort of human beings might be there, detailing two men
for the duty with a third as messenger. Off they went, and it
was not long before they were in touch with the Lotus-eaters.
Now it never entered the heads of these natives to kill my
friends; what they did was to give them some lotus to taste,
and as soon as each had eaten the honeyed fruit of the plant, all
thoughts of reporting to us or escaping were banished from his
mind. All they now wished for was to stay where they were
with the Lotus-eaters, to browse on the lotus, and to forget that
they had a home to return to. I had to use force to bring them
back to the ships, and they wept on the way, but once on board
I dragged them under the benches and left them in irons. I then
commanded the rest of my loyal band to embark with all
speed on their fast ships, for fear that others of them might eat
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